Abstract. Using the representation Tf(y) = ¡f'dvy, where (vy) is a random measure, we characterize some interesting bands in the lattice of all order-continuous operators on a space of measurable functions. For example, an operator T is (lattice-)orthogonal to all integral operators (i.e. all cv are singular) or belongs to the band generated by all Riesz homomorphisms (i.e. all r, are atomic) if and only if T satisfies certain properties which are modeled after the Riesz homomorphism property [31] and continuity with respect to convergence in measure. On the other hand, for operators orthogonal to all Riesz homomorphisms (i.e. all vy are diffuse) we give characterizations analogous to the characterizations of Dunford and Pettis, and Buhvalov for integral operators. The latter results are related to Enflo operators, to a result of J. Bourgain on Dunford-Pettis operators and martingale representations of operators.
1. Introduction. In this paper we consider a kind of operator representation which generalizes the classical form of an integral operator (1.1) Tf(y)=fk(y,x)f(x)dp(x), This kind of representation first appeared in probability theory: a regular conditional probability distribution is a representation for a conditional expectation operator. In the context of operator characterizations of Markovian kernels the (1.5) Tf(y) = jfdv? + \fdv% v*. diffuse, ?," atomic.
In the lattice of all order continuous operators these decompositions correspond to band decompositions: the integral part of T of course belongs to the band L, of all integral operators (1.1) and the singular part belongs to its orthogonal band Ls; the atomic part belongs to the band La generated by all Riesz homomorphisms (1.2) (see Corollary 6.3) , and the diffuse part to its orthogonal band Ld. While there are good characterizations of integral operators and the bands generated by a single Riesz homomorphism [31] , the bands Ls, La, Ld seem to be less well understood. In this paper we give characterizations of operators in Ls, La or Ld, which are similar in spirit to the known results on integral operators and Riesz homomorphisms.
For an operator T with a diffuse representation (i.e. T cz Ld), it is clear that (let d( A ) be the diameter of a set A c X for a metric d on X) (1.6) d(An) ^* 0 implies T\A -* 0 p-a.e.
We show that (1.6) already characterizes such operators-a result analoguous to Buhvalov If we replace the band LX(B) in (1.7) by a nonatomic sublattice LxCZ,p) (2 a sub-a-algebra of A), then we obtain a characterization of operators in Ld. These descriptions of Ld together with another one derived from the Dunford-Pettis characterization of integral operators are contained in §4.
On the other hand, we can characterize Ls and Lu (in § § 5 and 6) by weakening appropriately the disjointness-preserving property of Riesz homomorphisms. For example, T has an atomic representation (i.e. T cz Lu) if for all L,-bounded sequences /" e E we have In §2 we collect some auxiliary results. In §3 we introduce notions which allow us to replace the rather restrictive conditions on diameters in (1.6) and (1.9) by a more general condition.
Some applications of these characterizations to a result of N. Ghoussoub and M. Talagrand on Banach lattices with the Radon-Nikodym property, to convolution operators and to essential spectra of Lroperators will appear in [47] . Now we fix some notations and recall some definitions. Let (X, sé, p) and (Y, 38, v) always be measure spaces where X and Y are separable metric spaces and se, 38 are their a-algebras of Borel sets, such that (X, sé) and (Y, 3d) are standard measure spaces [37, Chapter V, §2] . p and v always stand for strictly positive and finite measures, d denotes the metric on X or Y, and d(A) is the diameter of a subset of Xor Y. Recall that a random measure from (Y, 38) to (X, sé) is a family (py)ysY of finite (not necessarily probability-) measures such that for all A cz sé the function y cz F -> ixv(v4) is J1-measurable. Such a random measure is called v-orthogonal if all p are probability measures and there is a measurable map o: X -» Y such that pv(a~l(yy) = 1 for »»-almost all y cz Y. In probability theory these »"-orthogonal random measures appear as regular conditional probability distributions.
L0(X, sé, p) is the space of equivalence classes of «.-measurable functions on X and for A cz sé and a a-subalgebra 2 of sé we use the abbreviations séA = {A C\A':A'czsé}, L0(A, p) = L"( A, séA, p\^A), EA = {f\A:fczE), 2A = {AnA':A'czZ), L0(2A,p) = L0(A,'EA,oA,p\li), £2 = {fez £:/2-measurable}, (f2 denotes the conditional expectation operator from L (X, sé, p) onto L (2A, p), I < p < oo. Let C(X) denote the space of all bounded, continuous functions on X and M(X) the space of all signed, finite measures on (X, sé). 8X is the point measure at x cz X. By the Radon-Nikodym theorem we can identify Lx(X,p) with the subspace L. WEIS {X e M(X): X «: ju} of M(X) by f ^ f • p, where (/• p)(A) = }Afdp. Since jti is strictly positive we can identify C(X) with a subspace (C(X)) of LX(X, sé, p) by g cz C(X) -g e LX(X, sé, p). Let T: LX(X, sé, p) -LX(Y, B, v) be a ^-continuous operator with T((C(X))) c (C(Y)). Then T defines an operator f: C(X) -* C(Y) such that 7" is an 'extension' of 7" in the sense that
Therefore, in many statements below, we will not distinguish between/, / -p; C(X), (C(X)) and T, f.
w* "pn ->X" denotes the weak convergence of measures, i.e. the o(M(X), C(X))-convergence.
"/" -> 0" means that/,, converges in /¿-measure to zero.
By a Riesz function space E over (X, sé, p) we mean a sublattice of L0(X, sé, p) such that:
(i) E is an ideal in L0(X, sé, p), (ii) Xa& E Ior all.4 e j/with p(A) < oo.
The Köthe dual of E is given by Ex= [fezL0(X,sé,p): f\f-g\dp< oo for allg e E}.
If 1 e Ex, then Ex is a Riesz function space too. Let E and F be Riesz function spaces and T: E -» F be a linear operator. We call F regular if for all/ e £ there is a g e F such that |A| < /implies \Th\ ^ g. The class Lr(£, F ) of all regular operators is a lattice in the natural ordering [39, . Let E and F be Riesz function spaces with I cz E* and 1 e Fx and let T: E -» F be order continuous. Then the adjoint 7": Fx -» Ex is order continuous again.
For unexplained terminology and relevant information on lattices and regular operators see [30, 32, 39] , on probability theory see [36, 37] , and on Banach spaces see [25- In order to see that (2.8) holds for/ g Loe(X, p) we choose a sequence/, cz C(X) with /" -» / f>a.e. By the order of continuity of F and (2.10) there is a p-nullset B such that for y <£ B Tfn(y) -Tf(y), fn^f py-a.e.
From (2.8) and the dominated convergence theorem we obtain, for^ £ B, Tf(y) = urn Tfn(y) = lim jfn dpy = ffdpy.
If f cz E then /" := / A «1 / /, /" cz Lx, and (2.8) follows from a similar argument using Fatou's lemma. D 2.5 Definition. Let £ and £ be Riesz ùinction spaces over (X,sé,p) and (Y, 38, v) respectively. Let £,(£, £) be the class of integral operators from £ to £.
By LS(E, F) (Ld(E, £), La(E, £)) we denote the class of all operators with a singular (diffuse, atomic) representation, i.e. the class of all operators 7: £ -» £ such that /x, [7] is /x-singular (diffuse, atomic) for v-almost all^ cz Y. Proof. The decomposition of a measure À into its diffuse part XJ and its atomic part Xa as well as the Lebesgue decomposition X = X + Xs into its jtt-absolutely continuous part À' and its ¡u.-singular part Xs define maps X -* XJ, X -> Xa, X -» A', X -* Xs in M( X), which are measurable with respect to the Borel structure generated by the o(M(X), C(X))-topology on M(X) [9] . Therefore, for a random measure = lim fg(^"(x)-f(x))dp(x) = j\hmg(Fn(x))\f(x)dp(x) since the scalar-valued martingale (g ° J^, 2") converges. Hence T'g = lim" g(^"). If all pn and p cz U are absolutely continuous with respect to a given measure v and if one replaces "An -* 0" by "v(An) -» 0" in (a) and (b), then the above conditions become equivalent to convergence in measure and to equi-integrability, respectively. Observe that these definitions depend only on the topology of X, but they can also be expressed in terms of the metric given on X:
3.3 Proposition. Let U be a uniformly tight subset of M+(X). Then the following statements are equivalent.
(a) U is u-equi-integrable. Proof. Let £>(-, •) be a metric on UM4X) generating the a(M(X),C(X))-topology (cf. [37, Theorem II, 6.2] ). Since pn is uniformly tight, the sequence is relatively 7>-compact [37, Theorem II, 6 .7] and we may assume that p" Z)-converges to some p cz M+(X). If pa and pd denotes the atomic part and the diffuse part of p respectively, then it is enough to find Borel sets Ak and a subsequence (nk) such that Therefore, there are m0 and «0 such that D(pno\Bm,Tl'j°=xai8x ) < e/2. Hence for all e > 0 we can find a set A0 (put A0 = Bm°) and «0 such that D(fn \A , p") ^ e. This completes the proof of 3.6. D 3.7 Remark. We found it convenient to define M-convergence in topological terms. From a more 'abstract' point of view the concept can be described as follows: Let sé be a countably generated a-algebra of subsets of some set ß and let # c sé be a countable generating system, which is closed under finite intersections and unions. u Then for An cz sé, A" -» 0 'means' that every subsequence of (An) has a subsequence (An ) such that (3.1) ni C g <g\3k such that CM"",cc1 Proof. " =» " Since U is w*-compact it is enough to show that pn cz U, pn-> p implies \\pn -p\\0 -» 0. Since (pn) is w-equi-integrable and ju is diffuse by Proposition 3.3 there is for every e > 0 some 8 > 0 such that 
Since every interval is a convergence set for the diffuse measure p, it follows that ||ju." -p\\0 < 5e for n large enough. " <= " Let £ > 0. By assumption there are finitely many px,...,pr with r min ¡/x -/x(||0 < e for all p cz U. i=i Therefore there is a 8 > 0, such that for all p cz U p(I) < e + max|ju,(/)|< 2e ford(I) < 8. -(Buhvalov [5] , [40] , [45] ) For all / cz E+ and A" cz sé with p(A") -> 0 we have t(XaJ)~* 0c-a.e.
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-(Dunford and Pettis [10] ) For all e > 0 there is an A cz sév/ith p(Ac) < e such that T(UL (A ) n £) is equi-integrable.
-(cf. [7, §V2] ) For all e > 0 there is an A cz sé with p(Ac) < e such that a martingale determined by TxA (see 2.7) converges in LX(A, p, LX(Y, v)).
By replacing convergence in measure, equi-integrability and the L2(L,)-norm by the corresponding 'universal' notions from §3, we obtain characterizations of operators with a diffuse representation. However, we have to formulate some of the conditions for the adjoint operator. The reason is that it is a self-dual property for a regular operator to be an integral operator, while to have a diffuse representation it is not. f \T\'(\f\) dp ^ max f \f(y)\\T\(xA)(y) dv(y) JA i=ik + lJfCm < max |x*J?1xJL.
For /c -»■ oo, (4.9) follows from (4.11) and 3.3. T = PpTp-px; Lq(x, g ■ p) -> Lq(X, g ■ p) for all 1 < q < oo.
Since 7 has one of the above properties if and only if T has it we may just as well assume 7: Lq(X,p) -> Lq(X, p) for all 1 < c < oo.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [11] gives the following alternative (in the following denote by 2 or 2' a countably generated a-subalgebra of algebras of the formséA, A ezsé, such that ii|2, ii|2, are diffuse). 
Proof. (C) « (D'
). See [28, 31] . (A) « (B) follows from 2.3 and 2.6.
Since a regular operator 5 is an integral operator if and only if S' is one, property (B) and therefore property (A) are self-dual.
(A) => (C). Since 7 has (A) if and only if 7' has (A) we may just as well show that "7 has (A)" implies "7' has (C)".
We fix one of the Y" and assume, in addition to (5.2)-(5.5), that all py,y cz Y", are ju-singular. Let/m e FY be a sequence with \\fm\\, {Y ,,, < 1 and/,, -* 0. It is enough to show that every subsequence of ( /", ) has a subsequence ( /", ) such that T'fm -» 0.
Hence we may assume that (|/"| • v) w*-converges to some X cz M+(Yn). By 3.4, X must be an atomic measure of the form À = 2a,ôr with 2|a,| < oo, y¡ cz Y". From G)/" -0,
(ii) every subsequence of (/") has a subsequence equivalent to the unit vector basis of lp, (iii) (/") has no subsequences equivalent to the unit vector basis of l2, and it is impossible that 7 map a basic sequence equivalent to / into a basic sequence equivalent to l2 for p > 2. ) 6 . Operators with an atomic representation. Before giving characterizations analogous to 5.3 (in 6.5, 6.6) we name a class of 'typical' examples in La(E, F) (compare 6.2). As an immediate consequence of 6.2(iii), (iv) and 2.6 we obtain 6.3 Corollary, (a) The band generated by all Riesz homomorphisms in L0(E, F) equals the class of all operators with an atomic representation.
(b) The band generated by all operators with the Maharam property in L0(E, F) equals the class of all operators whose duals have an atomic representation.
The band generatd by a single Riesz homomorphism (or operator with the Maharam property) was studied in [31] .
Proof of 6.2. 6.5 Theorem. Let E and F be as in 6.4 with 1 e £x, 1 e £x. For an order-continuous operator T: E -* F the following are equivalent.
(A) Thas an atomic representation.
(B) // 2 is a a-subalgebra of sé with p\^ diffuse and S: £2 -» £ is an integral operator with 0 < 5 < |7|£v then 5 = 0. (C) For every e > 0 there is an A cz sé, p(Ac) < e, such that TxA is p-continuous. 
